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Conference  

“Smart Cruise Port Developments in Baltic Sea Region” 

 

in Tallinn, Estonia 7. February 2019 

 

Organized by the Port of Tallinn 

 

On 7 February 2019, the representatives of ports and cruise companies of the Baltic 

Sea and North Sea gathered for the closing conference of the BSR Interreg Project 

“Green Cruise Port – Smart Cruise Port Developments in the Baltic Sea Region”. 

 

In the presentations at the conference, representatives of ports, cruise operators, 

shipping companies and EU shared experience and knowhow on various smart and 

sustainable solutions already adopted throughout the value chain or included in 

current new initiatives. Also current global trends as well as potential future 

developments were discussed. Finally, the Green Cruise Port Action Plan 2030, that 

sets out an overall vision to decouple growth from negative sustainability of the 

cruise industry, was presented to the public and all stakeholders.  

   

The closing conference was held at Terminal A of the Port of Tallinn. Presenters 

included representatives of ports and port authorities, EU Interreg Baltic Sea Region 

Managing Authority, global cruise operators and industry association, shipping 

companies and tour operators. The number of participants totaled 85. 

 

For the opening address, the Minister of Economic Affairs and Communications of 

Estonia, Ms. Kadri Simson, stressed the need for finding a sustainable model which 

combines the positive economic effects of cruise industry and its projected future 

growth with careful attention to environmental concerns, especially given Baltic Sea 

is considered to be a sea with the most vulnerable ecosystems in the world. 

Another vital common challenge for all participants in cruise industry value chain is, 

according to the Minister, accommodating the demand by tourists on peak periods 

with the normal daily lives of local population by considering tourism’s impact on 

daily lives of residents. 

 

Overview of GCP and sustainability goals 
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The CEO of Port of Tallinn, Mr. Valdo Kalm, presented an overview of the overall 

business areas of the company as well as real life sustainability initiatives in cruise 

business. These include, among others: 

• Construction of new and green Cruise Terminal, which has been designed by 

using smart technologies and sustainable solutions (starting 2019) 

• Environmentally differentiated port dues based on Environmental Ship Index 

(ESI) score, the industry’s leading eco-sign (starting 1.1.2019) 

• Waste management and port reception facilities for sewage (2017) 

• Improving connections between Tallinn’s picturesque city center and the port 

(2019-20) 

• Engaging local communities 

• Noise mapping 

Given the record number of cruise calls as well as passenger figures in 2018 (348 calls 

and 638 thousand pax) and the anticipated continuation of growth trend in future 

years, ensuring the attention to detail on sustainability initiatives has became a vital 

part of shipping industry’s core business, noted Mr. Kalm. 

 

The Director of Interreg Baltic Sea Region Managing Authority, Ms. Susanne Scherrer 

from her part stressed the importance of Green Cruise Port project’s successful 

implementation. According to her, Green Cruise Project is overall seen as a success 

story in sharing knowledge through transnational cooperation and this should 

definitely continue also in the new EU funding period. 

For the next funding period, the [Interreg] monitoring committee has already 

discussed the continuation of project, under the working title “Fair and Smart Cruise 

Port”. The stressing points when looking ahead for the upcoming years, is being 

quicker and more substantial in finding solutions. The problems in the Baltic Sea are 

developing faster than solutions and not only do we have to stop negative impact on 

environment, but turn the tide around, stressed Scherrer. 

Another key concern to address in light of sustainable development of cruise industry 

is the accommodation of increasing number of cruise tourists with the physical space 

in oldtowns. The issue is most visible in the Mediterranean  - i.e. Venice, Dubrovnik – 

but problem is common for many destinations. Thus new ideas must be brought to 

table, how to hold a dialogue with local citizens, find long term sustainable solutions 

in order to value cruise industry’s economic impact without devastating local lives. 

 

More detailed overview of the Green Cruise Project throughout the years 2016-2019 

was given by the Head of Strategy at Hamburg Port Authority, Mr. Bjoern Pistol.  The 

key facts in brief: 

• GCP elaborates a multidimensional strategic approach for a sustainable and 

qualitative future development for cruise shipping in port areas 

• GCP encourages investments and procedures in environmentally friendly 

cruise port infra and superstructure in the Baltic Sea Region 
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• GCP embraces a total of 20 partners, covering geographically all BSR countries 

and The Netherlands. 

• Budget: 2.8 Million Euros, of which ERDF/NO budget covers 2.1 Mio € and 0.7 

Mio € is partners’ own contribution. 

 

The whole Project has been implemented through 4 Work Packages, including 

• 10 thematic workshops and 2 policy conferences for partner staff and cruise 

industry stakeholders 

• 2 best practice tours for partner staff 

• 7 internal steering committee meetings 

• 12 conceptual, analytical, technical studies and business plans 

• Presentation of Green Cruise Port Action Plan 2030 to the stakeholders 

 

As noted by Mr. Pistol, the ports and cruise as industry stakeholders have adopted 

several initiatives to work towards reducing emissions, but overall, it’s the merchant 

traffic causing bulk of emissions. Therefore, it is for the whole industry to take action 

for ensuring sustainability and preserving Baltic Sea’s ecosystem. 

Yet there are several lessons to be learned throughout the GCP project also, which 

indicate the necessity of working together in the network when implementing new 

solutions. For example, having onshore power supply (OPS) facilities just in one port 

is not feasible for the cruise industry and other ports should follow. Yet the business 

case depends on investment need for infrastructure as well as cost of shore power, 

including all applicable taxes. 

 

The first session of the conference was concluded by World Ports Sustainability 

Program’s Technical Coordinator Dr. Antonis Michail, who gave a wider overview of 

the concept, how ports worldwide can work to integrate UN’s globally recognized 

sustainable development goals (SDG) into their daily business management. Mr. 

Michail credited the GCP partners for being at the forefront in many fields as 

compared to other ports around the globe. 

As a general rule, noted Mr. Michail, in start integrating SDG’s is to tunnel a port’s 

activities into 5 (five) areas of interest: 

• Resilient infrastructure 

• Climate and Energy 

• Community outreach and Port-City dialogue 

• Safety and Security 

• Governance and Ethics 

 

Not all SDG’s must be relevant to a similar extent for all ports everywhere in the 

world (i.e. differences between OECD and non-OECD countries when it comes to 

equal rights, powerty or hunger reduction), but as a general tool such mapping is 

helpful in classifying and prioritizing the sustainability topics. 
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Mr. Michail also encouraged all BSR ports to join actively with International 

Association of Ports and Harbours (IAPH) and WPSP database do showcase best 

practices to peers around the world. 

An example, of how SDG’s may fit into the WPSP areas of interest below: 

 

 
 

Session II: Sustainable challenges and development of Cruise Industry 

 

The second session of the day was opened by Cruise Europe’s President Captain 

Michael McCarthy, who noted that Baltic Sea region is very much ahead as compared 

to its peers elsewhere in Western Europe, when it comes to monitoring maritime 

health and managing the most pressing issues. 

Mr. McCarthy pointed out as the most pressing issues the Ballast Water Exhange 

(BWE) regulation and implementation of D-2 standard, IMO Fuels Directive and the 

scrubber debate where some ports (such as one of the busiest ports in the world 

Singapore) have banned Open Loop Scrubbers. He also noted similarly to Hamburg 

Port Authority’s Bjoern Pistol’s presentation that in the overall environmental debate 

there is huge focus on cruise industry, whereas main “culprits” are bulk carriers. 

As a positive example of developments in the cruise industry McCarthy pointed out 

TUI’s new vessel Mein Schiff 2 delivered on January 22, 2019, which features a hybrid 

scrubber that washes out the ship’s exhausts, reducing the production of CO2 and 

pollutant emission. The water used for this is then in turn cleaned so that it can be 

used elsewhere on the ship. 

The President of Cruise Europe also highlighted the tool meant for 

shipowners/operators which helps environmental voyage planning - Ocean Guardian 

Administrative Portal. Joining this system matches a vessel’s location and provides 

immediate environmental information for fast and intelligent decision making. It also  
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provides access to port-specific information, incl. reception facilities, local 

environmental regulations and allows for a repository for port forms and 

documentation. 

The key challenges for cruise industry, as outlined by Michael McCarthy were 

following: 

• All Cruise Europe ports are carrying out assessments to accurately monitor 

sustainability 

• Infrastructure and its compliance with industry trends and timings – when it 

takes 6-10 years for infrastructure projects planning, one may see ca 200 new 

cruise ships built 

• Port reception facilities – BSR ports are frontrunnes here, but question is the 

situation west to the Emission Control Area (ECA) 

• Cold Ironing vis-à-vis how many ports are ready, how many ships do use it 

• LNG-bunkering, where one has to consider the overall impact – while the ship 

bunkering may be totally compliant, the tanker is burning fuel during its 

operations 

 

In his following presentation Senior Vice President of MSC Cruise, Mr. Michele 

Francioni stressed as a company with a rich maritime history that is still family-

owned and run, environmental protection is natural part of company’s business. 

Today an operator managing 15 ships, MSC Cruises is expecting to expand its fleet by 

14
 
new vessels, thus carrying 5,5 million passengers in 2027 in comparison to 1,8 

million in 2016. On the note of LNG as ship fuel, of 14 ships delivered in the 

upcoming 8 years, 5 will be LNG-powered. 

Francioni also addressed the debate on fitting scrubbers on existing vessels and 

noted that by end of 2019 MSC Cruises fleet will have scrubbers on 11 of its 17 

vessels. He also highlighted key factors in scrubber retrofitting: 

• Cannot be fitted to all ships, because of stability, space etc. 

• Retrofitting program is also very costly because both CAPEX and OPEX 

• Scrubbers are not a long-term technology, but rather a temporary solution 

He also complemented Captain McCarthy by outlining one of the biggest challenges 

being for the industry – investment planning is made for next 20 years, thus 

operators must be able to plan in advance their activities vis-à-vis local regulation 

and requirements. Also, an issue is retrofitting existing ships with OPS – the cost per 

ship is over a one million euro and it can only be done in drydock while requiring 5 

year advance planning. Thus, an operator must know for certainty the availability in 

ports and price prediction, given a ship uses 10MWh power. 

 

Michele Francioni was followed and completed by Royal Caribbean Cruises’ Vice 

President Mr. Ukko Metsola, who in turn highlighted operator’s 4 key principles 

under the umbrella Save the Waves: 

• Reduce, Reuse, Recycle 

• Practice Pollution Prevention 
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• Go Above and Beyond Compliance (ABC) 

• Continuous Improvement 

Similar to its peers, Royal Caribbean’s new vessel brings several innovations to the 

seas – for example, Symphony of the Sea is 30% more fuel efficient than the same 

Ocean classes vessel from ten years ago. 

Additional initiatives of Royal Caribbean include: 

• Seawater is converted to fresh potable water 

• Both water usage and waste foothold on ship is better than for average 

persons onshore 

• Wastewater purification onboard takes into account the fragile ecosystem of 

Baltic Sea and clear signal is sent to the community – we’re not part of the 

problem, but of solution 

• Partnership with World Wildlife Foundation and usage of MSC certificate, 

which ensures that 6 million passengers on board annually can enjoy seafood 

- 90% of wild caught and 75% of farmed seafood. 

• Commitment to educate people onboard – it’s 6 million pairs of eyes and 

ears, who are informed of sustainability principles. 

 

Mr. Metsola also gave few comments on the discussion: limiting vessel sizes and 

preferring smaller ships at certain destinations – as a rule, the newer ships tend to be 

bigger yet with far more better performing environmentally. Thus, an argument 

between smaller and bigger vessels is not always an environmental one, as smallest 

ships are mostly older. 

 

Session III – Practical cases of sustainability 

 

The knowhow and best practice sharing session was opened by Mr. Mario Lembke, 

Project Manager of Business Development at Rostock Port GmbH, who shared the 

audience with an overview of a study comparing future cruise ship dimensions at the 

Baltic Sea with global trends. The period under study covers known orders for up to 

2027. 

As elsewhere in the world, also in BSR the vessels tend to get larger and carry more 

passengers. Most of the ships are in the range of up to 3000 passengers – on average 

2666 – while ships with over 5000 pax are still uncommon in the future for BSR. 

Another distinctive feature in the Baltics is that ships in comparable classes will be 

slightly longer than the global trend shows, but a little bit narrow. Also, vessels 

deployed to the Baltic Sea are generally smaller, whereas capacity in the dominating 

class is slightly growing. 

Most important challenges that Mr. Lembke pointed out, can be described as: 

• Challenges regarding environmental aspects resulting from more increased 

passenger capacities, such as solid water, discharge in ports etc 
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• Ports need to verify whether their developments fit with the expectations, so 

they can accommodate forecasted passenger growth 

 

Following Mr. Lembke’s overview of the study, the CEO of HT Shipmanagement Mr. 

Andrus Vaher described Tallink Group’s experience in sustainable shipbuilding as well 

as outlined operator’s expectations to the ports. 

As an operator serving on its 7 Baltic routes 9,8 million passengers and handling 364 

000 cargo units annually, Mr. Vaher first outlined the playing field and different 

elements, which range from international legal requirements (e.g. Paris Agreement, 

IMO CHG Reduction Strategy) and regional/local initiatives to one of the highest 

operational cost – fuel price and its trends, availability. 

On the scrubber debate Mr. Vaher noted that in the calculation one of main items 

was the price difference of using ultra-low-sulphur fuel vs suitable scrubber OPEX, 

which for Tallink would be nearly 1mln euros a year. 

In the range of other measures for reduction of emissions one can consider the 

following: 

• alternative fuels 

• managing fuel consumption and operational efficiency  

• using shore power – Tallink’s two older ships were attached High Voltage 

connections recently 

• Using hybrid battery solutions by saving up for power consumption peaks 

• Efficiency gains from data analysis and machine learning principles 

• Considering alternative fuels – LNG 

Tallink Group has with its methodological approach including both new technologies 

and solutions as well as keen eye on efficiency at all levels succeeded in reducing fuel 

per passenger since 2009 by 44,7% and CO2 emissions per passenger during the 

same period by 44,5%.   

 

The ship operator’s view on Session III was followed by the take of a passenger, as 

reflected by tour operator DenEesti Managing Director Mr. Ryan Jenkins. Sustainable 

cruise tourism is important not only for the regulation, but also for passengers, who 

are at the core of business throughout the value chain. 

To keep tourism sustainable, opening up new horizons for the visitors and at the 

same time preserving/improving a destination, a balance must be found that cares 

for local environment, economy and culture. 

Some of the principles for sustainable tourism that the whole industry could bear in 

mind, are: 

• spread the benefit AND also tourists by time of arrival 

• create excursions that have value for both tourists and locals – when visitors 

have limited budgets, they should be brought to buy products/souvenirs 

which make them happy both at moment of purchase as well as later on 
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• cooperation with stakeholders (local authorities and communities) and 

involving local stakeholders. It includes traffic corridor and also sightseeing 

planning. 

 

As an advice applicable to everybody Mr. Jenkins noted that it is all about showing 

the visitors a glimpse of local life in its authenticity, without making the locals feel 

they’re in a fishtank. 

 

Session IV: The GREEN CRUISE PORT Project 

 

The concluding session of GCP conference was introduced by Mr Peter Harbo, the 

Business Development Manager of Port of Esbjerg, who noted the Port’s initiatives  

in the field of green fuel option. As noted by Mr. Harbo, Esbjerg on the West Coast of 

Denmark is relatively little-known in the cruise industry, whereas it’s known as 

Energy City in Denmark. Its main business today consists of ro-ro traffic, 50% of the 

revenue comes from the fields of oil, gas and wind energy. 

As cruise industry is looking for greener fuel solutions, Port of Esbjerg is assessing 

whether investing into LNG bunkering facilities provides a sound business 

opportunity. And if the business case proves viable, that may also be a role model for 

other Baltic ports. 

While looking at the future of LNG as main choice for greener fuel, one has to 

consider also the risks such as – overall development of LNG infrastructure, dynamics 

of oil prices, competing technologies and regulations/subsidies. Nevertheless, 

today’s trends implicate that LNG-powered cruise ships will be widespread in very 

near future, thus it must be ensured that supply is there. 

In its calculations of different bunkering supply solutions, the Port of Esbjerg 

concluded 

• For the Port of Esbjerg, the market potential of LNG looks very small in the 

nearest years 

• For the cruise market as a whole, LNG looks very promising and has high 

potential 

• For other market areas (such as cargo and bulk carriers), LNG is still 

considered as a niche product at the moment 

 

Following the overview on the subject of LNG perspective for cruise industry, the 

Head of Environment at Port of Bergen Mr. Even Husby presented an overview of a 

study that assessed both the opportunities as well as limitations for connecting 

cruise vessels to shore power. 

The study undertook a task to provide a set of general recommendations for ports 

when considering developing OPS solutions for cruise vessels whether through 

shore-to-grid or LNG-power-barge approach. 
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The study had some general assumptions ranging from exchange rates to annual 

interest rates, investment period and average vessel capacity demand to port-specific 

assumptions for 5 ports in the study such as: 

 

• Number of connection points 

• Vessel traffic per year and average lay time 

 

In its ship-specific calculations, the study showed that for vessels – example being 

“Viking Star” with 571 hours annually in 5 selected ports – with high lay time in 

ports, a switch to OPS can give a positive return. On the other hand,  ”The World” 

with its 138 hours in selected ports the OPS investment wouldn’t be profitable. 

One of the obstacles in connecting cruise vessels to shore (or LNG) power are total 

energy charges as calculated over the full life cycle of investment. Also, an issue is 

operational costs, especially for ports with large number of ships expected 

simultaneously.   

Another hindrance is the unknown nature of tariff development that port operators 

face. Already in most of the ports in the study, various tariffs & taxes may take a lion’s 

share of total price. Therefore, further development of legal frameworks both at EU 

and national level is required for encouraging OPS development. 

 

The Head of Port Development at Port of Tallinn, Ms. Hele-Mai Metsal on her part 

described to the conference participants most recent initiative in planning and 

designing infrastructure aimed directly at cruise industry - Tallinn’s new cruise 

terminal, a construction of which will start in 2019. 

Port of Tallinn already has introduced several solutions that at their core have values 

based on sustainability - starting from streamlining traffic through smart port 

solutions (passenger and cargo vehicles check-in system) to on-shore power supply 

for ferries and modern waste management facilities. 

When planning the new cruise terminal, Port of Tallinn that welcomes over 300 

cruise ship calls during a season, aimed to create a port facility convenient for cruise 

passengers and operators as well. Another vital aspect was designing urban 

landscape accessible and attractive to local citizens, that’s in turn based on most 

modern solutions. For the latter aim, there’s an 850m pedestrian promenade 

designed over terminal’s roof open for everyone together with a small urban park. 

Within the terminal itself, modern solutions are planned - solar panels for energy, 

using seawater for heating, LED-lightning, demand-controlled ventilation etc. When 

completed in 2021, the 4000m2 useful area terminal will have 1750m2 main hall for 

passengers with a restaurant. A total of 100 parking places are planned for buses and 

taxis. 

 

To sum up the conference, Mr. Johannes Schmidt from Hamburg Port Authority gave 

an overview of the Green Cruise Port Action Plan 2030, that sets out an overall vision 

for BSR and cruise industry stakeholders, how to decouple growth from negative 

sustainability of the cruise industry.   
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The challenges for the future of BSR cruise industry can on a general level be divided 

into two – responding to environmental challenges and trying to minimize negative  

 

 

externalities; and creating structural conditions for accommodating expected 

industry growth sustainably. 

For that, the Green Cruise Port Action Plan 2030 sets up an overarching sustainability 

vision together with specific goals for its realization. On operational level, a specific 

roadmap is developed which will: 

• Identify feasible sustainability initiatives 

• Categorize those sustainability initiatives 

• Evaluate the initiatives; and 

• Defines milestones and their monitoring 

 

The Green Cruise Port Action Plan 2030 sets its main focus on environmental 

sustainability, with secondary focus being on social and economic sustainability. To 

achieve the project's goals, work packages (WP2-4) are followed. Based on specific 

goals of each WP, specific measures will be suggested in the Operational Planning 

phase to achieve the overall project goals. The Work Packages are following: 

• WP2 – sustainable energy supply & solutions for emission reduction 

• WP3 – smart cruise terminal buildings & reception facilities 

• WP4 – smart cruise port traffic solutions & economic effects 

 

All measures in the Action Plan have been evaluated on the basis of two main criteria 

– impact on sustainability and efforts for implementation. 

The Action Plan has at its core engaging all relevant stakeholders, i.e. the Plan must 

cover the view sight of cruise ports, local (and state) governments as well as wider 

cruise port sector. Following the presentation of Green Cruise Port Action Plan 2030 

to the stakeholders, the next steps to follow are definition of specific and achievable 

– yet ambitious – sustainability targets and start working towards their 

implementation, including securing funding, cooperating with partners and 

stakeholders and constantly monitoring progress. 

 

At the end of the closing conference the Hamburg Port Authority (HPA) as lead 

partner of the project thanked all involved project partners for their engagement and 

initiatives which brought the project idea alive and result in the GREEN CRUISE PORT 

Action Plan 2030. It will be a useful instrument to strengthen the sustainable 

development of cruise port locations. Furthermore, HPA thanked the Baltic Sea 

Region Interreg Programme for supporting the project idea. The funding allowed a 

transnational exchange of knowledge and experiences as well as collaboration, which 

helps spreading improvements and smart solutions towards a more sustainable 

cruise port development. The partnership declared its willingness to proceed with 

the project objectives and related work, which base was laid in GREEN CRUISE PORT 

project. The partnership is convinced that the established partner network will be 

kept alive and will also deliver a significant contribution in the future. 


